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When it comes to a finding wardrobe staple that’s

elegant yet effortless – look no further than a

jumpsuit.

These versatile pieces can be translated into several different style

scenarios. They’re a dream to dress up and down if you knowhow.
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That’s why we’ve curated this list of our top four fashion hacks for

styling women’s jumpsuits to help you get that luxurious look.

�. Define your waistline

One of the first things to think about when styling a designer

jumpsuit is if it needs more structure. Does it look blocky? If so, use a

belt to cinch your waistline. Not only will this highlight your natural

curves, but it will also create visual interest.

A quick way to achieve this is by opting for a women’s jumpsuit that

already has a matching belt or even a drawstring fastening built-in.

�. Add accessories

No matter what you’re wearing, accessories are always key. They

can instantly take an outfit from zero to one hundred. If you’re

looking for a more off-duty vibe, pair your jumpsuit with box-fresh

trainers, layered necklaces and a cross-body bag. For a more

elevated evening look, switch the shoes to strappy heels and finish it

off with a complimentary-coloured clutch.

�. Layer up your jumpsuit

If you’re wearing a buttoned-up piece like our racing-inspired silk

jumpsuits, you’ve got plenty of styling opportunities. Just by

unbuttoning the placket, you have the option to add a whole new

layer underneath.

This could be as simple as a plain white tee poking through the gap,

or for something a touch more sultry, try a string bikini or lace

bralette.

�. Drape a jacket

When it comes to wearing a jacket, one of the coolest ways to wear

it is by not wearing it at all. Just by draping a jacket over your

shoulders you instantly get a more effortlessly chic finish.

For example, take our Racing Inspired Jumpsuit and pair it with one

of our luxurious moto jackets for that supercool and slouchy it-girl

look.

As you can see, there are lots of easy ways to give your jumpsuit a

quick style upgrade. Explore our full collection of striking silk jumpsuits.

https://www.an-y1.com/shop/jumpsuits
https://www.an-y1.com/shop/jumpsuits/racing-inspired-jumpsuit/
https://www.an-y1.com/shop/jackets
https://www.an-y1.com/shop/jumpsuits
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AN-Y1 // Racing Inspired

Women’s Jumpsuit

Women Designer Jumpsuit inspired by

Motorsport.

£700
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Silk Designer Jumpsuit in

Monogram Print

Cut from pure silk-twill the AN-Y1

designer jumpsuit in Racing Blue is chic

yet comfortable, making it ideal for day

to evening events.

£1,000
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